ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR THE STUDENTS CURRENTLY ACCOMMODATED IN THE TUCN DORMS

regarding the Military Ordinance no. 2 from 21.03.2020 of the MIA\(^1\) regarding the measures taken for the prevention of COVID-19 spreading

Dear students,

The Management of the Technical University of Cluj-Napoca is urging **you to treat the Military Ordinance no. 2/21.03.2020 stipulations** (available at [https://www.utcluj.ro/coronavirus/](https://www.utcluj.ro/coronavirus/)) with *maximum responsibility* and to rigorously respect it, together with all the other instructions from the State authorities regarding the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic.

We are at a moment in which, **ONLY through EVERYBODY’s responsible approach** will we be able to manage and keep the spreading of this virus under control. We urge you NOT TO TAKE any official Announcements LIGHTLY and to take into consideration that even though the measures applicable during daytime are recommended by this Military Ordinance, it is much better to consider them mandatory starting from this phase. **It is ONLY FOR YOUR SAFETY AND OURS** that **ALL OF US** must have a proactive stand! Act responsible, avoid leaving the dorm if this is not justified and absolutely necessary, respect all hygiene measures rigorously.

The dorm committees and student organizations are kindly asked to inform all students which remained accommodated, through messages regularly shared on social media, e-mail etc. about the measures that result from the Military Ordinance in effect.

The dorm committees are kindly asked to create forms via Google Forms, by which students still accommodated in the dorms are requested to acknowledge the receipt of the present communicate and its related document (Military Ordinance no. 2/21.03.2020), which will be then sent by e-mail to the General Administrative Director.

The students that will not respect the stipulations of the Military Ordinance no. 2/21.03.2020 will be expelled from the dorm immediately and will permanently lose their right to be accommodated in the TUCN dorms.

**RECTOR,**

Dr. Eng. VASILE TOPA, PhD

22/03/2020

\(^1\) MIA = MINISTRY OF INTERNAL AFFAIRS